Notice: City of San Antonio – Buena Vista Street Lane Closure – 12.19.19

Facilities received the following notification from the City of San Antonio (CoSA) on December 19, 2019 regarding a Buena Vista lane closure from Monday, December 23, 2019 through Monday, February 3, 2020. For additional information, please refer to the attached map or contact the CoSA representative listed at the end of the notice.

South Driveway Closure Notice (Under IH35) at UTSA Parking Lot.

- The driveway that will be closed is the south driveway under IH-35 that serves the UTSA parking lot (Lot D1) along Buena Vista east of N. Pecos.
- The parking lot will have access off W. Nueva St. driveway access. Therefore, the parking lot will still be open for use as normal. (See the attached Detour Map)
- The south driveway will be closed from **12.23.19 to 2.3.20** with the following improvements: New curb, sidewalks, brick pavers, driveway approach, underground electrical and pedestrian lighting.
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BUENA VISTA - DRIVEWAY AND LANE CLOSURE

Driveway CLOSED under IH-35 (Along Buena Vista east of N. Pecos) and Lane Closure for improvements from 12.23.19 to 2.3.20
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Driveway CLOSED under IH-35 (Along Buena Vista east of N. Pecos) – For UTSA Parking Lot access use the driveway entrance at W. Nueva St.
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DETOUR ROUTE TO UTSA PARKING LOT – ACCESS SAN SABA OR N. PECOS TO THE W. NUEVA ST. DRIVEWAY ENTRANCE

BUENA VISTA – DETOUR ROUTE FOR DRIVEWAY CLOSURE
Driveway CLOSED under IH-35 (Along Buena Vista east of N. Pecos) – For UTSA Parking Lot access use the driveway entrance at W. Nueva St.
UTSA Driveway entrance at W. Nueva St.